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ABSTRACT: DNA sensing with engineered nanomaterials can
bestow a new platform for single nucleotide identiﬁcation and
sequencing. Nevertheless, understanding the relevant nano-bio
interfaces can provide a wealth of information on structures,
energetics, and dynamics with a great potential in molecular
nanotechnology. Herein, we explore the sensitivity of DNA units,
the nucleotides, with a tiny probe, the diamond-like structures known
as diamondoids. The probe diamondoid and the target nucleotides
interact via hydrogen bonding, forming nano-bio complexes. The
binding strengths for these complexes lie between the physisorption
and chemisorption, allowing a suitable probe to sense the DNA
nucleotides. Besides electronic properties, herein we investigate the
optical properties of the nucleotides interacting with a functional
diamondoid for the ﬁrst time by assessing the absorption spectra and the charge dynamics within these complexes. The relative
arrangements and bonding characteristics of the diamondoid with the nucleotides strongly inﬂuence these properties.
Interestingly, we observe charge transfer oscillations between the diamondoid and few nucleotides, while one-way transfer or no
charge transfer is observed in other cases. Our results provide a deeper understanding of the inherent electron dynamics of these
complexes and can be utilized to design functionalized devices for optical detection. The presented approach can be proven
essential in determining the properties of molecular complexes targeted for novel applications in sensing and nanoelectronics.
KEYWORDS: diamondoids, nucleotides, absorption spectra, charge dynamics, TDDFT
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properties can quite easily be achieved.20−22 Accordingly, these
molecules have recently gained a lot of interest owing to their
high thermal stability, superior chemical resistance, and
negative electron aﬃnity. These properties suggest their
utilization in a plethora of applications ranging from electron
emitting devices and surface emission to sensing, electrochemistry, drug delivery, and microelectronics.15,16,23−25 Moreover, diamondoid derivatives with speciﬁc functional groups
have a wide range of applications in pharmaceuticals,
nanomaterials, and optical devices.18,26 Representative diamondoid derivatives have also shown excellent biocompatibility, suggesting their synthesis and functionalization for drug
development.27 Adamantane-based drugs have already been
used as inhibitors for the reproduction of viruses by forming the
hydrogen bond with the histidine residue in the transmembrane
domain protein of viruses.28 These derivatives have also been
utilized as chemotherapeutics against many infectious diseases
including herpes simplex, hepatitis C, HIV, and malaria.18
Recently, we have explored the possibility of using
diamondoid derivatives as probes to distinguish DNA
nucleotides in their natural and mutated form.29 Nucleotides
are the building blocks of DNA molecules and understanding
the structures and energetics of the nucleotides interaction with

INTRODUCTION
The interplay of nanostructured materials with biomolecules is
essential in describing their biocompatibility that outsources to
give various applications in biosensors, drug delivery, and
molecular recognition.1,2 Carbon-based materials such as
fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, graphene and its derivatives,
etc. have unique and often tunable optical, electronic, and
mechanical properties that have diverse applications in selfassembly, catalysis, hydrogen production, energy storage, and in
photonic devices.3−7 These nanostructures can be used in
eﬀective sensing devices to detect various biomolecules.8−11
Numerous biologically related experiments and theoretical
studies have been carried out on carbon-based materials and
have proven to be an excellent platforms for DNA hybridization
and sequencing.11−14
Carbon-based nanostructures with a high potential for
applications are the diamondoids.15,16 These are nanometersized hydrogen-terminated diamond-like cages with sp3 hybridization of carbon complementing the sp2 carbon nanomaterials
such as graphene, CNT, and fullerenes. Diamondoids exist in
various sizes, adamantane being the smallest with a single
diamond cage. It is followed by diamantane with an additional
diamond crystal cage, triamantane with an extra three fused
cages, etc. Small diamondoids have been isolated primarily from
crude oil16 and can be chemically synthesized and modiﬁed,17,18
as also predicted through quantum mechanical simulations.19
Due to the wide range of sizes and derivatives, tuning of their
© 2018 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. Optimized gas-phase geometries of various isolated nucleotides, A (2′-deoxyadenosine 5′-monophosphate, C10H14N5O6P), T (2′deoxythymidine 5′-monophophate, C10H14N2O8P), G (2′-deoxyguanosine 5′-monophosphate, C10H14N5O7P), C (2′-deoxycytidine 5′-monophosphate, C9H14N3O7P), and the functionalized diamondoid, memS (mementine-thiol, C12H21NS). The hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen,
phosphorus, and thiol atoms are colored in white, cyan, blue, red, tan, and yellow, respectively. The same color coding will be used throughout.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main objective of the current study is to use the
diamondoid as a probe to optically distinguish the DNA
nucleotides. Accordingly, the electronic and optical properties
of the functionalized diamondoid interacting with various
nucleotides as well as the charge dynamics related to these
properties are of interest. The four natural DNA nucleotides
(i.e., nucleobases with the sugar phosphate backbone), namely,
2′-deoxyadenosine 5′-monophosphate, 2′-deoxythymidine 5′monophosphate, 2′-deoxyguanosine 5′-monophosphate, and
2′-deoxycytidine 5′-monophosphate, are considered and are
represented here as “A”, “T”, “G”, and “C”, respectively. Our
previous studies with diamondoid-functionalized devices have
revealed that the high sensitivity of memantine-functionalized
electrodes is electronically distinguished among these nucleotides.29 In view of this, we consider memantine functionalized
with a thiol group as a probe for optically interrogating the
DNA nucleotide. In general, the thiol group provides the
anchor to an electrode material. We will use the notation
“memS” for the thiol-functionalized memantine. Memantine is
biocompatible and well-known as a drug used in Alzheimer’s
disease.31 The geometries of the isolated molecules, nucleotides
and diamondoid, are optimized, and the resulting structures are
presented in Figure 1.
Bonding Conﬁgurations and Stability of the memSNucleotide Complexes. As a ﬁrst step toward understanding
the properties of the memS-nucleotide complexes, we study
their structural and binding characteristics. As the nucleobases
are aromatic in nature and the memS contains hydrogenterminated sp3 carbons along with the NH2 and SH
substitution groups, the interactions are purely noncovalent
and are governed by CH···π, NH···π, and SH···π interactions
besides the predominant hydrogen-bonding interactions. The
latter interaction is stronger and can potentially be used for

carbon-based nanomaterials can shed light onto the phenomena occurring at the nano-bio interfaces. The driving forces
behind the interaction of these nucleotides with the carbonbased structures are the electrostatic, π−π stacking, hydrogen
bonding, and long-range dispersion interactions. Earlier, strong
nucleotide-speciﬁc features are found in the electronic transmission across electrodes functionalized with diamondoid
derivatives.30 Motivated by this ﬁnding, we tackle the following
open question: do such diamondoid-DNA nucleotides have
unique optical properties as well? To answer this question, we
would also need to understand the charge dynamics within such
complexes. Investigating these properties will pave the way for a
broader range of applications in nanotechnology and
biochemistry and also could suggest complementary DNA
detection schemes. These schemes can move the applicability
of carbon-based nanostructures beyond electronic sensing and
may as well enhance their high potential to be used in
optoelectronic applications and DNA detectors.
Along these lines, in this work, we use a diamondoid
derivative as a probe to detect the DNA nucleotides through
optical signals. Also, addressing the charge dynamics will allow
for a deeper understanding of the inherent properties of the
diamondoid-nucleotide complexes. On the basis of our ﬁndings,
we will also provide a protocol on assessing numerical quantum
mechanical methods in order to predict the charge transfer
processes within general nano-bio molecular systems. In order
to achieve this, we perform ﬁrst-principles simulations to study
the noncovalent interaction between the nucleotides and the
functionalized diamondoid by analyzing the hydrogen-bond
strength and the charge transfer processes associated with
them.
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Figure 2. Optimized geometries for the memS-nucleotide complexes and the corresponding interaction energies in kcal/mol, Eint (E′int) calculated
through eqs 1 and 2). Two distinct type of hydrogen bonds (represented as dotted lines, colored diﬀerently) and their lengths are shown. The NH2
group of the diamondoid is a hydrogen-bond acceptor. The hydrogen bonds involving the NH2 group are colored blue. The C−H groups act as
hydrogen-bond donors and the corresponding hydrogen bonds are colored red.

sensing purposes.29,32 For sensing, memS will be attached to
metallic electrodes through its thiol group, which in turn cannot
take part in the binding with a nucleotide. To this aim, here, we
only focus on the hydrogen-bonding conﬁgurations. Typically,
a propeller angle can be deﬁned to study the hydrogen-bond
strengths within DNA base pairs and elude the π−π stacking
due to the van der Waals interactions.33 In the case of the A-T
base pair, the propeller angle deﬁned along the C8−C6 axes
(see atom labeling in Figure 1) allows the DNA base pair to
align in-plane with the most stable geometry and the rotation of
the nucleobases along the perpendicular bisector of the C8−C6
axis reduces the hydrogen-bonding interaction. A similar
approach is used here by aligning the NH2 group of memS
with respect to the nucleotides.
Figure 2 shows the optimized geometries and the interaction
energies for the memS-nucleotide complexes. Figure 2 also
shows the hydrogen-bond lengths among the H, N, and O
atoms of the memS and the nucleotides. The computed
interaction energies reveal that G has the largest interaction
with the memS. The interaction energies follow the order: G >
C > T > A. In all of these complexes, the amine group of memS
acts as a hydrogen-bond acceptor. The memS-G and memS-C
complexes are stabilized by three hydrogen bonds, while
memS-A and memS-T complexes are stabilized by two
hydrogen bonds. In memS-G, a bifurcated hydrogen bond is
observed between the nitrogen of memS and the hydrogen
atoms of “1N’ and ‘2N” in G (see atom labeling in Figure 1).

The binding strengths of memS with nucleotides are in the
range of physisorption and chemisorption and can be
comparable to the adsorption of nucleobases on graphene.34
Interestingly, the nucleobases show a higher aﬃnity toward
graphene in comparison to the nucleotides aﬃnity to memS.
This is essentially due to the strong π−π interaction between
the graphene-nucleobases in contrast to the hydrogen-bonding
interaction in memS-nucleotides. Thus, an admissible binding
strength of the nucleotides subsequent to adsorption suggests
that memS can serve as a promising material for detecting
DNA.
In order to conﬁrm that the memS with the NH2 group as a
hydrogen bond (H-bond) acceptor forms the minimum energy
conﬁgurations with the nucleotides, we also consider memSnucleotide complexes in which the memS NH2 group acts as a
H-bond donor. The respective optimized geometries and
interaction energies are depicted in Figure 3. The interaction
energies for the H-bond donor complexes are lower than their
respective H-bond acceptor complexes. The diﬀerence in
energies are in the range 3−7 kcal mol−1 except for the
memS-T. For these complexes, the NH2 and C−H groups of
memS are aligned perpendicular to the π-cloud of the
nucleotides and are predominantly stabilized by a single Hbond and weak dispersion interactions. The diﬀerence in
relative energies for the two conﬁgurations (H-bond donor and
H-bond acceptor complexes) is around 3−5 kcal mol−1. In
order to estimate the energy required to transit from one
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Figure 3. Optimized geometries for the memS-nucleotide complexes and the corresponding interaction energies in kcal/mol, Eint (Eint
′ ) calculated
through eqs 1 and 2. Hydrogen-bond lengths are also shown. The NH2 group of diamondoid is a hydrogen-bond donor. The corresponding
hydrogen bonds are colored red.

Figure 4. Energy decomposition analysis with the diﬀerent energy contributions for the memS-nucleotide complexes with memS acting as (a) a
hydrogen-bond acceptor and (b) a hydrogen-bond donor. TIE, ES, EX, REP, POL, and DIS denote the total interaction energy, electrostatic,
exchange, repulsion, polarization, and dispersion energy, respectively.
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conﬁguration to the other, we have calculated the activation
energy for the memS-A complex by employing the Nudgeelastic band (NEB) method as implemented in the NWChem
program. Although the relative energies are found to be very
low, a high activation barrier of the order of 105 kcal mol−1 is
required for switching from one conﬁguration to another.
Hence, the initial geometries play a key role in the stabilization
of these nano-bio complexes.
Having analyzed the two possible and stable geometries of
the memS-nucleotide complexes, we proceed with the energy
decomposition analysis (EDA) of these complexes (see
Methodology section). This analysis allows to identify the
diﬀerences in binding strengths between the two conﬁgurations
and to study the nature of the interactions. Figure 4 shows the
individual energy components for the various memS-nucleotide
complexes in both conﬁgurations. For the H-bond acceptor
complexes, the ES, EX, and DIS components contribute the
most to the TIE. In all cases, the contribution from the
repulsion term (REP) is relatively high. For the H-bond donor
complexes, the ES contributions are decreased by ≈10 kcal
mol−1, while DIS contribution is increased by ≈10 kcal mol−1
in comparison to the H-bond acceptor complexes. Thus, Hbond donor complexes are stabilized by the dispersion
interactions. For the memS-T, although the TIE is similar in
both of the conﬁgurations, the individual components denote
that the H-bond acceptor complex is stabilized by the ES and
EX interactions, while the H-bond donor complex is stabilized
by the DIS interactions. However, a delicate balance of the large
positive values from the REP contribution and the negative
values from the other components gives rise to the nonnegligible TIE for all these complexes. The H-bond strengths of
memS-nucleotides can also be compared with the H-bond of
the A-T and G-C base pairs. The H-bond energy of A-T and GC is 17.0 and 30.0 kcal mol−1,34 respectively, which is higher
than the memS-nucleotide complexes. This feature suggests
that the memS is an excellent probe for DNA, which will not
dissociate or deform the double-strand DNA in contact.
Electronic and Optical Properties. We then perform the
molecular orbital analysis for the isolated memS nucleotides
and compared the respective features to those of memSnucleotide complexes. Figure 5 shows the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) for all of these cases. For the isolated memS,
the HOMO is delocalized on the amine and thiol groups and
across the carbon atoms connecting these groups, while the
LUMO is partially localized on the thiol group and the carbon
atoms. In the isolated nucleotides, the HOMOs are delocalized
around the aromatic rings, while LUMOs show diﬀerent
features for each nucleotide.
In the memS-A and memS-T complexes with memS as a Hbond acceptor, the HOMO and LUMO are localized on the
nucleotides, similar to the isolated nucleotides. For the
respective memS-G complex, the LUMO is localized on the
hydrogen bond between the NH2 groups of memS and G. For
the memS-C, the HOMO is localized on the diamondoid and
the LUMO is localized on the nucleotide. Accordingly, the
nucleotide type controls the interaction with the memS
denoting nucleotide-speciﬁc features. The electron density
distribution for the H-bond donor complexes is quite uniform:
the HOMOs are localized on the diamondoid, and LUMOs are
localized on various regions of the nucleotides. The memS-T
complex shows an exception with the HOMO being localized
on the nucleotide. In order to quantitatively compare all of the

Figure 5. Frontier molecular orbitals. HOMO and LUMO are denoted
by the red and green horizontal lines, respectively. The blue numbers
in the graphs are the H-L gaps in eV. Panel a includes the features for
all isolated molecules (memS, A, T, G, C). Panels b and c include the
feature for the memS-nt complexes, in which memS acts as a H-bond
acceptor and H-bond donor, respectively.

complexes, we have calculated the HOMO−LUMO (H-L)
gaps for the isolated and the memS-nucleotide complexes. For
the isolated molecules, the memS shows the higher H-L gap
than the nucleotides. In the complexes, the H-L gaps are lower
than their respective isolated nucleotides and diﬀer with respect
to the nucleotide type. The diﬀerence in the H-L gaps for the
diﬀerent conﬁgurations is between 0.1 and 0.3 eV, which is
indeed due to the relative arrangements and the bonding
characteristics of the memS interaction with the nucleotides.
The diﬀerences in the H-L gaps of the complexes for diﬀerent
nucleotides demonstrate preserved intrinsic properties of the
nucleotides on interaction with memS. This ﬁnding indicates
nucleotide-speciﬁc features and can be expected to be observed
in other properties, like the optical ones. Thus, memS could be
used to tune and enhance the diﬀerences among the
nucleotides in view of sensing.
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Additionally, the features in the absorption spectra of the
memS-nucleotide complexes are dominated by the nucleotides.
This is essentially due to the presence of electron-rich parts in
the nucleotides (in comparison to memS), which participate in
the electronic excitation. Note that in the neutral complexes no
charge transfer between the memS and the nucleotides is
observed. The excitation energy diﬀerence can be controlled by
tuning the speciﬁc interactions of the probe molecule with the
nucleotides. This could be done, for example, through a
broader search for a probe molecule. The exploration of
overlapped bands in the absorption spectra provides invaluable
information about the structure of the molecule and its
environment.35,37 In contrast to the isolated nucleotides, the
complexes where memS is a hydrogen-bond acceptor show a
pronounced band overlap. No such band overlap is observed
for the complexes in which memS is the hydrogen-bond donor.
Accordingly, qualitative diﬀerences between the isolated
nucleotides and various bonding conﬁgurations of the memSnucleotide complexes can be identiﬁed from the absorption
spectra.
In order to further quantify the spectral features, the lowest
vertical excitation energy and the corresponding oscillator
strength for the isolated memS and nucleotides, as well as the
memS-nucleotides complexes, are summarized in Table 1. The

Along the lines above, we continue with the optical
properties of the memS-nucleotide complexes and calculate
the respective absorption spectra. The results from the LRTDDFT calculations are presented in Figure 6 for the isolated

Table 1. Calculated Lowest Vertical Excitation Energies
(ΔEabs, As Deﬁned Previously38) with the Oscillator
Strength (f, in Arbitrary Units) of the Major Contribution to
the Allowed Transitions for the Ideal memS, Nucleotides,
and All Complexes from Figures 1 and 2a
ΔEabs
(eV)
memS
A
T
G
C

5.361
5.431
5.459
5.272
5.286

memS-A
memS-T
memS-G
memS-C

5.361
5.416
5.306
5.185

memS-A
memS-T
memS-G
memS-C

5.511
5.313
5.236
5.050

oscillator strength
( f)

major
contributions

0.004
H→L
0.015
H→L+1
0.313
H→L+1
0.192
H→L, H→L+2
0.103
H→L
H-bond acceptor
0.345
H→L
0.323
H→L+1
0.171
H→L+5
0.116
H-1→L
H-bond donor
0.142
H-1→L+1
0.245
H→L+1
0.178
H-1→L+2
0.146
H-2→L

exp36
4.59
4.5−4.7
4.4−4.5
4.6

Figure 6. Absorption spectra of (a) the isolated nucleotides and
diamondoid, (b) the diamondoid-nucleotide complexes with memS as
a H-bond acceptor, and (c) the complexes with memS as a H-bond
donor.

a

molecules and the complexes in both conﬁgurations. The
computed absorption spectra for the nucleotides are in the
range between 5 and 8 eV, which agree well with the
experiments, taking into account a shift of about 1 eV.35,36
From Figure 1, we observe that the spectral range for the
isolated memS and the nucleotides is similar. Interestingly, no
signiﬁcant shift in the absorption spectra is observed for the
memS-nucleotide complexes except a decrease in the oscillator
strengths at higher energy. This decrease is related to the
pronounced peak of the isolated memS at higher energies, at
which it is signiﬁcantly interacting with the nucleotides. The
excitation energy diﬀerences between the isolated nucleotides
and the memS-nucleotide complexes are very small due to the
weak interactions between the memS and the nucleotides.

allowed transitions for the excitation states, i.e., the highly
contributing molecular orbitals, are also given. “H→L” denotes
a transition from the HOMO to the LUMO level. The lowest
vertical excitation energy for the isolated nucleotides is in
agreement with the experiments, with a shift of about 1 eV.35,36
The shift in the computed values in comparison to the
measured values is due to the choice of the functional as well as
the ﬁniteness of the basis set. In order to understand these
diﬀerences, we should have in mind that in our calculations the
nucleotides are considered in vacuo, while in the experiments
the optical transitions vary signiﬁcantly depending on the
surrounding environment of the molecules. (Please see ref 35

Experimental vertical excitation energies (exp) for the ideal
nucleobases are also provided for comparison.36
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Figure 7. (a) Orbital relaxation energies for the complexes studied here as denoted along the x-axis. The solid (open) symbols correspond to the
complexes in which memS acts as a H-bond acceptor, “acc” (H-bond donor, “don”). The circles (squares) denote the memS−1nt0 (memS0nt−1)
initial charge conﬁguration. (b) Total energy diﬀerence after the orbital relaxation, ΔESCF, as well as the absolute values of the orbital relaxation
energies, |ΔEORE|, for the memS−1-A0 (blue) and the memS0-A−1 (red) charge conﬁgurations for the diamondoid in the H-bond acceptor
conformation.

and the references therein.) For all of the complexes, we notice
that the lower excitation energy corresponds to the π→π*
transition within the nucleotides. The σ→π* transitions from
the diamondoid to a nucleotide are observed at higher energy
levels. The lowest vertical excitation energies of the complexes
lie in the same range as of the isolated molecules and small
nucleotide speciﬁcity is evident from the diﬀerences in ΔEabs.
These diﬀerences are probably below the resolution limit in the
experiments, but show an enhanced potential as discussed for
the absorption spectra. This enhancement can be achieved
through an optimal choice of the probe molecule interacting
with the nucleotides.
Charge Transfer Dynamics. Having assessed the
absorption properties of the diamondoid-nucleotide complexes,
we move to the study of charge transfer processes within these
complexes using the RT-TDDFT method. Understanding the
mechanism of such processes is essential in electronic
applications. In the charge transfer simulations, both H-bond
conﬁgurations are studied and the calculations are performed
on neutral structures. First, the orbital relaxation energies for
the memS−1nt0 and memS0nt−1 electronic charge conﬁgurations are calculated. For convenience, we denote the diﬀerent
nucleotides A, T, G, and C as “nt” and the superscripts show
the extra local charges. All orbital relaxation energies are
summarized in Figure 7a. The orbital relaxation energies are
more substantial in the case of the reduced diamondoid,
namely, memS−1nt0. As seen in Figure 7b for the case of the
memS-A complex, the absolute values of the orbital relaxation
energies corresponding to the charge conﬁguration memS0nt−1,
can be viewed as a measure for the charge transfer barrier from
the memS−1 to nt0. As such, the smaller absolute values in
Figure 7a, that is the red data points, show the possibility of a
charge transfer from memS−1 to nt0. Similarly, the black points,
with higher absolute values, correspond to the charge transfer
from the nt−1 to the memS0 and indicate lower possibilities for
the charge transfer processes in the reverse direction. However,
there is an exception, namely, the memS−1-G0 system. The
orbital relaxation energy corresponding to this charge
conﬁguration has a lower absolute value, which demonstrates
the possibility of a charge transfer process from G−1 to memS0.
As such, the orbital relaxation energies can provide an
estimation on the direction of charge transfer processes.
In order to visualize the charge dynamics within the
diamondoid-nucleotides, in Figure 8, we ﬁrst present the

Figure 8. Charge oscillations within the diamondoid-nucleotide
complexes with the memS as a H-bond acceptor and initial charge
conﬁgurations of (a) memS−1A0, (b) memS−1T0, (c) memS−1G0, and
(d) memS−1C0.

results for the H-bond acceptor complexes. As evident from the
ﬁgure, charge transfer only occurs in the case of the G and C
nucleotides. The charge oscillations occur on ∼5 and ∼8 fs
time scales for memS-G and memS-C, respectively. Similarly,
the charge dynamics for the H-bond donor complexes are
shown in Figure 9. The charge transfer is observed between the
diamondoid and A, C, and G. However, the charge transfer
processes in these complexes do not show Rabi oscillations.
The one-way electron transfer occurs in less than 1 fs from the

Figure 9. Charge transfer dynamics within the diamondoid-nucleotide
complexes with the memS as a H-bond donor and initial charge states
of (a) memS−1A0, (b) memS−1T0, (c) memS−1G0, and (d) memS−1C0.
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diamondoid to the nucleotides. In the case of memS-C, the
additional electron is almost completely transferred to C.
However, in the memS-A and memS-G complexes, the
additional charge is almost equally shared between the
molecules. The initially imposed charge conﬁgurations,
memS−1nt0, result in a two-level electronic state, which can
be considered as a superposition of the HOMO and the LUMO
orbitals of each complex. Accordingly, in every case where the
HOMO and LUMO orbitals of the neutral complex are
localized on diﬀerent molecules, a charge transfer can be
observed. As shown in Figure 5b and 5c, this is the case for
memS-G and memS-C in the H-bond acceptor conﬁgurations,
and memS-A, memS-G, and memS-C in the H-bond donor
conﬁgurations.
As shown above, the orbital relaxation energies in Figure 7
indicate that the electron transfer is more likely to occur from
the diamondoid to the nucleotides. The same analysis also
signals the possibility of electron transfer from the nucleotide to
the diamondoid in the memS-G complex. In order to test our
observations, we explicitly inspected the possibility of the
electron transfer from the nucleotide to the diamondoid in two
cases: the memS-G and the memS-C complexes in both Hbond acceptor and H-bond donor conﬁgurations. For this,
memS0nt−1 are the initial charge conﬁgurations. The results
presented in Figure 10 lead to no charge transfer for the memS-

Figure 11. (a) Optimized neutral conﬁguration of the adeninethymine base pair. The hydrogen bonds are shown in dashed red lines.
(b) Charge oscillations between adenine and thymine. The initial
charge conﬁguration was adenine−1thymine0.

considered in the rest of this study.) The initial charge
conﬁguration was chosen based on the orbital relaxation
energies, namely, −1.25 eV for the adenine−1thymine0 and −0.5
eV for the adenine0thymine−1 conﬁgurations. In the adeninethymine base pair, each molecule interacts with the other
through two diﬀerent hydrogen bonds. In this way, each
molecule is donating one proton and simultaneously accepting
another proton from the H-bond. This denotes a mechanism in
which the electronic ﬂow ﬁrst occurs from adenine to thymine
through the NH···O bond followed by a back ﬂow from
thymine to adenine via NH···N. Extrapolating this evidence to
the diamondoid-nucleotide complexes indicates that the
oscillatory charge dynamics in the H-bond acceptor complexes
must be due to the existence of both types of H-bonds, while, in
the H-bond donor complexes due to a single hydrogen bond,
we only observe a one-way electron transfer. One should also
note that the charge transfer processes in both H-bond donor
and H-bond acceptor complexes occur rather fast. This
indicates that the eﬀect of nuclear motion on the observed
charge transfer mechanism is minimal.

■

CONCLUSIONS
The nano-bio complexes studied here can be viewed as
essential building blocks in nanomaterials and applications,
which involve probing biomolecules with nanostructures. Along
these lines, we have carried out quantum mechanical
investigations on diamondoid/nucleotide complexes in order
to unravel their fundamental properties and relevance to
biosensing. With the current study, we provide additional
insight on the optical properties of the complexes as an
additional protocol for sensing the nucleotide identity. We have
considered two conﬁgurations of the complexes, which give rise
to diﬀerent binding strengths. For most of the cases, the role
the diamondoids as the hydrogen-bond acceptor leads to more
stable complexes.
A frontier orbital analysis revealed that the HOMO−LUMO
gap of the diamondoid-nucleotides complexes are slightly
diﬀerent from that of the isolated nucleotides. This clearly
manifests the nucleotide-speciﬁc electronic features of the
complexes. Their optical properties show a small shift in the
absorption peaks relative to the isolated nucleotides. Depending on the binding arrangement of the complexes, a decrease in
the intensity of the absorption peaks at a higher energy is
observed. This indicates that there is still room to enhance the
nucleotide speciﬁcity with other probe molecules for optically
detecting DNA. The charge dynamics in the complexes can be
observed in the femtosecond scale and depend on the relative

Figure 10. Charge transfer dynamics within the diamondoidnucleotide complexes in memS0nt−1 starting charge conﬁguration.
Panels a and c show the charge dynamics for the memS-G, and panels
b and d present that for the memS-C complex. Panels a and b
correspond to the complexes with the diamondoid in the H-bond
acceptor conformation, while panels c and d correspond to the
diamondoid being the H-bond donor.

C complex irrespective of its structural conﬁgurations. On the
other hand, a charge oscillation in the H-bond acceptor
conﬁguration of the memS-G complex is observed again with a
time scale comparable to that in Figure 8c. However, as
predicted in the orbital relaxation energy analysis (Figure 7), no
charge transfer from the nucleotides to the diamondoid is
observed in the H-bond donor conﬁguration of the memS-G
complex.
In order to have a better understanding of the charge transfer
mechanism, we also performed charge transfer simulations on a
simple adenine-thymine base pair. The charge transfer
simulation in this base pair with a adenine−1thymine0 initial
charge conﬁguration results in an oscillatory behavior depicted
in Figure 11. (Note that herein we considered the adenine and
thymine nucleobases without sugar phosphate groups as
66
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probed by performing energy-decomposition analysis
(EDA).47 EDA is an eﬀective tool that decomposes the total
interaction energy (TIE) into its components such as
electrostatics (ES), exchange (EX), repulsion (REP), polarization (POL), and dispersion (DIS). The EDA is performed
using the localized molecular orbital EDA (LMOEDA) as
implemented in GAMESS-US at the M06-2X/6-311+G(d,p)//
M06-2X/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. The total interaction
energy (ΔETIE) is written as a sum of electrostatic (ΔEES),
exchange (ΔEEX), repulsion (ΔEREP), polarization (ΔEPOL),
and dispersion (ΔEDIS) components and is given by

arrangement of the molecules and the nucleotide identity. The
oscillatory or one-way charge transfer behavior between the
diamondoid and the nucleotides was found to correlate to the
nature of the hydrogen bonding in the complex. Accordingly,
our results clearly demonstrate the importance of the
conformational details on the charge dynamics in hybrid
nano-bio systems.
In the end, we should note that additional factors, such as a
solvent, electric ﬁeld, and ﬁnite temperature, inﬂuence the
diamondoid/nucleotide properties. The interplay of these
factors and their eﬀect on the reported results should be
further evaluated. Nevertheless, the novelty of this work is
related to (a) the choice of the nano-bio system, namely,
diamondoid-nucleotide complexes, and (b) the suggestion of an
approach to understand (and possibly predict) the charge
transfer dynamics of such systems avoiding expensive
calculations. This can be proven to be very eﬃcient in
numerical investigations of molecular systems and can provide
invaluable input to experiments for the realization of novel
biosensing applications and biomaterials.

ΔE TIE = ΔE ES + ΔE EX + ΔE REP + ΔE POL + ΔE DIS
(3)

For the optical properties of the diamondoid-nucleotides
complexes, the linear response time-dependent DFT (LRTDDFT)48 is employed using the CAM-B3LYP functional49
with 6-31+G(d) basis set to calculate the electronic excitations
as well as their associated states (CAM-B3LYP/6-31+G(d)//
M06-2X/6-31G(d,p)). TDDFT has been demonstrated to be a
powerful and eﬃcient tool for evaluating the low-lying excitedstate spectra of small organic molecules. It has the ability to
predict accurate absorption spectra in line with the experiments
at a relatively low computation cost.
The CAM-B3LYP range-separated functional49 was earlier
used to ensure the correct asymptotic behavior of the exchange
energy,49−54 which is crucial for an accurate estimation of longrange charge transfer energies between interacting molecules.
Herein, we study the electron transfer processes between the
diamondoid and the nucleotides using a real-time approach to
the TDDFT (RT-TDDFT)53 as implemented in NWChem.55
The RT-TDDFT method has been successfully employed to
investigate the charge transfer between organic and inorganic
molecules.56,57 The Ahlrichs Coulomb ﬁtting basis set is used in
the RT-TDDFT simulations to compute the Coulomb part of
the Fock matrix.58 The initial charge conﬁgurations of the
complexes are constructed by combining the ground-state
molecular orbitals of separate individual molecules, where one
of the molecules has a −1.0 charge, while the other is neutral.
For each complex, the orbital relaxation energies corresponding
to the imposed charge conﬁguration are calculated as well. The
orbital relaxation energies can be viewed as a measure for the
stability of the ﬁnal charge conﬁguration during a charge
transfer process. The orbital relaxation energies are deﬁned as

■

METHODOLOGY
All of the quantum mechanical calculations are carried out
based on density functional theory (DFT).39,40 The geometry
optimizations for the various complexes are performed using
the dispersion-including DFT with a Pople basis set of
polarized triple-ζ basis functions. The ground-state electronic
properties are carried out using the M06-2X functional.41 This
functional provides a good description of the long-range
dispersive forces and has earlier been used to model the
interactions of nucleobases with graphene and CNTs.42,43 The
results obtained using this functional are found to be in
agreement with the experiments. The initial geometry
optimizations of the structures are performed using the 631G(d,p) basis set, followed by single-point energy calculations
at the 6-311+G(d,p) level with the same functional (M06-2X/
6-311+G(d,p)//M06-2X/6-31G(d,p)). The vibrational frequency analysis is carried out to ensure that the obtained
geometries represent the minimum-energy conﬁguration on the
potential energy surface. All of the ground state geometry
optimizations are performed using the code Gamess-US.44,45
As a measure of the binding strengths between the
diamondoid and the nucleotide, the interaction energy is
computed using two methods. In method I, the interaction
energies are calculated as
E int = Ecomplex − Ediamondoid − Enucleotides

ΔE ORE = E0 − ESCF

(1)

where ESCF is the total energy of the charged system after
orbital relaxation, while the total energy of the charged system
in zeroth approximation, E0, is written as

where Ecomplex, Ediamondoid, and Enucleotides are the energies of the
optimized geometries of the diamondoid-nucleotide complexes,
isolated diamondoid, and isolated nucleotides, respectively. In
method II, the interaction energies are computed as
′ = Ecomplex − EmemS
′
′
E int
− Enucleotides

(4)

neutral
E0 = ESCF
+ ϵi

(5)

Eneutral
SCF is the total energy of the neutral complex, and ϵi is the
energy of ith molecular orbital to be ﬁlled with one extra
electron. For orbital relaxation energy calculations, the initial
charge conﬁgurations are imposed using constrained DFT59
along with the 6-31G* basis set.

(2)

where EmemS
′
and Enucleotides
′
are the single-point energies of the
isolated diamondoid and the isolated nucleotides in the
corresponding complexes, respectively. The E′int are corrected
for the basis set superposition error using the counterpoise
method.46
The functionalized diamondoid and the nucleotides interact
with each other through noncovalent interactions, which
involve electrostatics, hydrogen bonding (H-bond), and
dispersion interactions. These interactions can be further
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